Over View
Smart parking management program is the ideal solution for organizing work
inside garages by organizing annual and monthly subscriptions and setting a
waiting tariff for all users and distributing workers on the gates and determining
their shifts Logging and leaving each car and printing exit receipts The program
can automatically calculate the cost of waiting for each car and extract Daily
revenue reports

Definition of garages
All garages in the building are defined, number of
floors, determination of the capacity of each garage
and determination of the capacity of each garage

Definition of portals (visitors – subscribers)
Each portal is defined in terms of (name - barcode the nature of the portal if it is entry and exit or entry
only or exit only - if the gate has a par code printer
or not)

Categories of use
The category name and the category's
subscription period are determined whether it is
(unlimited period-year-number of monthsnumber of days-day-number of hours) and the
grace period for the category and determine if
the subscription value is fixed the length of the
subscription period or varies according to the
day with the ability to specify more than Price
for the same category according to the type of
car

Subscriptions
Subscriber data (name - phone number - national number address - photo) and car data (car type - model - color - car
number - license end date - photo) are specified.
Subscription data is specified with identification (card
number - use category - Nature of use - start and end date,
start and end time - subscription value - payment status)
Determine which vehicles are allowed to enter via this
card

Waiting Fare
Through it the definition of how to calculate the
waiting in the car exit screen
There are two accounting systems in the waiting
tariff:
• A fixed accounting system for a specific
number of hours per day
Whatever the number of waiting hours during
the day, the hour is determined from and to each
day of the week and the value is determined
according to each category in the overnight. The
overnight value is calculated by the number of
hours or has a fixed value for all days and
categories
• The accounting system is graded according to
the waiting hours
Through it is first determined the stages of the
class hierarchy and then determine the hours for
each stage with a value for each gradient of the
category in the accommodation calculated from
the number of hours or a fixed value and the
calculation of hours can be determined
according to (category - gradient or total time)

POS
The cashier is defined and a place and quality is defined in
the garage (gate - floor - building).
And determine permitting in the safe to add the VAT on
receipt
Cashier ability to add a discount rate or a discount value
Determine if the cashier is for entry only, exit only, or both
And determine the deal if it is (total garage capacity - total
floor capacity)

Running shifts
Shifts that are entered into the program appear, and shifts are
activated by selecting the employee
The administrator and the name of the safe and click Save to
activate the shift
It is a screen for managers to set the operating plan and activate it

Authorization / exit of cars
Each employee has a (name to enter - password) to log in and out the cars
The ability to know the number of places available with the ability to choose the role in which
the car enters to wait
You can also write the name of the car driver and the car plate number, whether they are
numbers or letters and numbers together.
On entry, the visitor category is specified if he holds the subscription card is registered and if
he does not carry the card, the proof of entry is printed.
In the exit of the car by card or receipt, the value is determined automatically by calculating
the tariff
Wait inside the program and determine the method of payment if it is a card, visa or coupon
The exit receipt and employee knowledge are printed out the remaining amount of the amount
paid to facilitate the calculation process and zero error
When entry proof is lost, whether (card - receipt), a fine is paid and its value is determined
from the waiting tariff
The ability to view the account details and know the remaining amount of the paid amount
directly
The ability to control the number of copies of the recite print, whether in or out of cars.

Reports
Many reports can be extracted and printed,
including (garage report - use categories rosettes - workers - points of sale - treasury
shifts - waiting tariff report - value of day
collections - shift operation - daily treasury
report in this report. You can see the number
of movements in each shift Is it done
through visa or cash during a specific time
period).

